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Abtr ABSTRACT (NO MORE THAN 500 WORDS:)
Clothing provides a portable comfort environment for human body. When potential hazards are identified
within a workplace, personal protective equipment, such as an encapsulated chemical protective suit, body
armour, firefighting garment or medical gown, is used to protect its wearer from the threats. Working in the
hazards environment, personal protective clothing (PPC) must be worn as a primary uniform over underwear
or daily-wear clothing regardless the environment is hot or cold. Protective clothing together with the dailywear garments form a bulky multilayer clothing system, which results in rapid accumulation of body heat
and moisture inside the clothing system, in particular in a hot working environment. The body heat and
moisture cannot be quickly moved away from the skin and dissipated into the environment through the
clothing system, causing over-retention of internal body heat, thermal stress and thermophysiological
discomfort. As a result, the wearer’s performance is jeopardized. While thermal comfort is highly desirable
for a protective clothing system, the key requirements of PPC are to provide reliable protection. However,
reaching an adequate level of protection without any concession on clothing comfort presents two
contradictory goals that are difficult to achieve in any PPC system. It is therefore a great challenge to design
the PPC for both protection and comfort. This presentation introduces the challenges and efforts of
achieving the two contradictory goals, maximum protection with an acceptable level of comfort in PPC
design and development. It presents examples of recent advancement of protective clothing material design
with consideration of thermoregulation. Typical examples are protective fabrics with the integration of
porous silica aerogel particles and hydrophilic superabsorbent polymers. They not only can be used for
chemical protective clothing and firefighting garments, but also have improved breathability for thermal
comfort. The developed fabrics will be useful for the design and development of an effective PPC system for
both protection and thermophysiological comfort.
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